INTRODUCTION
Complex systems, or systems with a large number of interdependent relationships, have been a subject of intense managerial research over the last two decades. In particular, the business firm has been viewed as a complex system that transfers information, materials, and energy between tasks (Baldwin, 2008) . The costs of coordinating a complex system reduce firms' synergistic benefits from diversifying into related businesses (Zhou, 2011) , including new product varieties, and cause problems for organization design (Siggelkow and Rivkin, 2005; Zhou, 2013) .
Three gaps exist in this literature. First, despite the large number of studies on the consequences of complexity, the presence of complexity is mostly assumed rather than theorized. We know little about how complex relationships emerge in real organizations. Identifying potential sources of complexity in real business firms will help us to pinpoint the loci of coordination, as well as to reevaluate strategies that cause complexity in the first place. Secondly, studies of organization design to manage complexity mostly focus on the extremes of modularity vs. integration or centralization vs. decentralization; the design of intermediate coordinating units within a multilevel hierarchy (e.g., departments managing divisions) has been overlooked. Because these intermediate coordinating units enable firms to grow from both specialization and synergistic benefits (Zhou, 2013) , they contribute to firms' dynamic capability and deserve a closer examination. Thirdly, the various conceptualizations of complexity and its costs are difficult to measure using empirical data. Most prior work keeps the concept at an abstract level using NK models and relies on computer simulations (e.g., Burton and Obel, 1980; Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin, 2000) or case studies (Siggelkow, 2001 ) for analysis. The number of econometric studies is small.
Against this background, our paper investigates the emergence of a particular type of complexity: the complexity that pertains to inter-unit sourcing networks-what we call "sourcing complexity." We first build a theory of sourcing complexity, arguing that the tradeoff between economies of scope and scale creates sourcing complexity for firms that pursue variety as their main product strategy. On the one hand, pursuing economies of scope requires firms to distribute multiple varieties to the same customer through shared marketing and delivery channels. On the other hand, achieving economies of scale requires decreasing variety at the plant level. For instance, it is generally cheaper for a plant to produce one variety of cereal for markets across the Eastern seaboard as opposed to producing many varieties of cereal for New Jersey alone. Specializing distribution by customer order to maximize economies of scope while specializing production by variety to maximize economies of scale causes sourcing complexity between production units (e.g., plants) and distribution units (e.g., distribution centers or DCs).
We then analyze the consequences of sourcing complexity for performance and organization design, respectively. We argue that sourcing complexity worsens performance by imposing extra coordination burdens on organization units. For example, plants and DCs have to coordinate for the order, execution, and confirmation of shipments, for the scheduling of production according to idiosyncratic demand at the DCs, and for the appraisal of product specifications. While some elements of these tasks can be centralized, each pair of units in a sourcing relationship has its own contingencies that need to be coordinated. Failure to communicate, to appraise interactions, or to correct decision errors will cause delays and a poor synchronization of tasks, such as a mismatch between supply and demand. A mismatch of this type could result in a stockout, where a customer order is not completely fulfilled due to insufficient supply. Frequent stockouts result in customer dissatisfaction and ultimately hurt sales, profitability, and future demand; it is therefore a frequent subject and important performance measure in the product-variety literature (Anderson, Fitzsimons, and Simester, 2006; Musalem et al., 2010) .
In addition, sourcing complexity presents challenges for organization design. In particular, we argue that a hierarchical structure can reduce sourcing complexity by allowing plants to ship to a small number of intermediate coordination units-sourcing hubs, which then consolidate shipments and forward them to DCs. However, a hierarchical structure also creates coordination burdens for the sourcing hubs, which have to coordinate both inward and outward linkages. As an increasing number of shipments pass through hubs, those hubs can become bottlenecks, cascading worsened performance to their downstream DCs.
We propose four hypotheses based on these arguments: (1) In the presence of economies of scale in production, product variety increases sourcing complexity; (2) Sourcing complexity worsens coordination performance; (3) Controlling for sourcing complexity, DCs experience worse coordination performance when they also serve as sourcing hubs; and (4) Controlling for sourcing complexity, DCs experience worse coordination performance when they source through hubs.
We empirically test these hypotheses in the context of the soft drink industry, where the two dominant concentrate manufacturers (CMs), Coca-Cola and Pepsi, compete fiercely on product variety and service level, including low stockout rates. Bottling processes are capital-intensive, production lines are subject to high switching costs and therefore most efficient when producing only a few varieties, while sales are driven by variety assortment and direct-store delivery. As a result, consistent with our theory, managers must trade off economies of scale in production against economies of scope in distribution. We examine monthly operations data across about 300 DCs at a major soft drink bottling company (the Company) wholly owned by one of the CMs between 2010 and 2011. Detailed operations data allows us to study sourcing relationships and coordination performance at a granular level for each pair of DC and stock-keeping-unit (SKU)-the finest level of product variety (Fosfuri and Giarratana, 2009) .
We find evidence supporting our hypotheses. First, we show that product variety increases sourcing complexity: DCs that carry more varieties also source from a larger number of units. Secondly, as DCs' sourcing complexity increases, their performance worsens (in the form of a higher stockout rate) for each SKU they carry. Thirdly, when controlling for sourcing complexity, hub-DCs experience higher stockout rates than non-hub DCs. Hub-DCs are particularly more likely to experience stockouts when their downstream DCs suffer either positive or negative demand shocks, suggesting that a hierarchical structure increases coordination burden at hubs, such that its performance suffers. Finally, when controlling for sourcing complexity, DCs experience higher stockout rates when they source through a hub. These results hold even when controlling for a host of other factors that might affect stockouts, including sales quantity, sales volatility, inventory, demand forecast, average stockout rate for each SKU across all DCs, average stockout rate for each DC across all SKUs, as well as seasonal, regional, and DC-SKU-pair fixed effects.
We also find two spillover effects. When a DC sources from a larger number of units for a particular SKU, other SKUs carried by that DC but not sourced from the same units as the focal SKU also experience higher stockout rates. Similarly, when a DC sources through a hub for a particular SKU, other SKUs carried by that DC but not sourced through any hubs also experience higher stockout rates. These spillover effects are important for two reasons. First, they mitigate concerns about reverse causality (DCs may increase sourcing complexity or sourcing from hubs in response to anticipated stockouts). Secondly, they provide insight into the nature of complexity as an organizational variable. They point to the existence of a capacity constraint in coordination within organization units. If an organization unit is operating close to its capacity, performance can suffer not just for the specific task that contributes to the complexity, but also for other tasks undertaken by the unit. This implies that the negative consequences of complexity are not localized but instead impact all transactions in a given time period. Combining this evidence with the evidence in the prior paragraph also suggests that both vertical and horizontal coordination at the hubs contributes to their performance deterioration. The paper's main theoretical contribution is marrying several streams of work on complexity, organization design, and product variety. First, it complements recent studies showing that firms pursuing economies of scope face a coordination burden created by complexity, and confirms that complex interdependencies along a firm's value chain contribute to this coordination burden (Zhou, 2011) . By explicating the relationship between product variety, sourcing complexity, coordination performance, and organization design, we also confirm that acting on strategic opportunities requires a dynamic capability for coordinating highly interdependent productive systems (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997) , including the capability to design an effective organizational structure (Agarwal and Helfat, 2009; Gulati and Puranam, 2009) .
Secondly, the paper complements classic work on the role of hierarchical structure in alleviating coordination burdens in multi-product, multi-divisional firms (Chandler, 1962) . In the Company that we study, top management focused on long-term strategies (carbonated vs. non-carbonated drinks, domestic vs. international markets); regional business units focused on quarterly promotion, demand forecast, and production scheduling of various product varieties; plants and DCs focused on weekly production, distribution, and the shipments of physical goods; and hubs coordinated this complex sourcing network. Our theory about complexity and hierarchical structure can be generalized to most sourcing networks. We show that while intermediate coordinating units such as the sourcing hubs help to reduce complexity, these loci of coordination may turn into organizational bottlenecks and hurt performance at both the hubs and downstream units. The tradeoff between the benefits and costs of intermediate coordinating units poses important challenges. The ability to design an efficient sourcing network that balances the tradeoff can serve the basis of a dynamic capability.
Finally, while prior studies (mostly in the operations management literature) have related stockouts to demand forecast errors, inventory shortages, and scheduling difficulties arising from product 1572 Y. M. Zhou and X. Wan variety (Fisher, 1997; Fisher and Ittner, 1999) , these problems have been largely studied at the level of a single plant or production line. Studies about interactions between organizational units are rare (Ramdas, 2003) . This paper fills that important gap.
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Product variety, economies of scope vs. scale, and sourcing complexity Product variety offers the potential for economies of scope. On the demand side, if customers have demands for multiple varieties, and their demands for each variety are not perfectly correlated and vary stochastically over time, the volatility in aggregate demand for all varieties will be smaller than the summation of volatilities in the demand for each variety (e.g., Anupindi et al., 2011; Cachon and Terwiesch, 2012) . On the supply size, offering multiple varieties allows a firm to share marketing and distribution channels, brand reputation, and knowledge across a large number of products (Ramdas, 2003) . For example, holding constant the total shelf space at retail customers' stores, consumers' preference for multiple varieties implies small delivery sizes, as well as frequent orders and deliveries for each variety. Aggregating a customer's orders for multiple varieties into a single order and delivering the order in its entirety by a single distributor reduces the number of stops and saves transportation costs. Handling a customer order in its entirety also allows sales and marketing staff to specialize, thereby servicing major customers more efficiently "with a single face." For these reasons, delivering a customer order with all the varieties included is often required in industries where direct-store delivery by manufacturers is the norm.
However, product variety hinders the potential for economies of scale, or the potential for the manufacturing plants to amortize fixed-cost inputs (equipment, process technology, training, and manufacturing overhead) and set-up time over a high volume of output. Figure 1 depicts the relationship between product variety, economies of scale, and the internal sourcing network between plants and distribution centers. In the absence of economies of scale, each DC can have a dedicated plant making all of its varieties. With the presence of economies of scale, firms that produce only a small number of varieties have a simple sourcing network. Such network has a one-to-one correspondence between plants and DCs, as shown in Figure 1a . A simple and decentralized network allows each plant and DC to assume full responsibility for customers in their geographic area.
If manufacturing processes exhibit economies of scale (as almost all do), increasing product variety will compromise these economies in several ways (Fisher and Ittner, 1999) . As an assembly line processes an increasing number of varieties, learning accumulates more slowly because workers must alternate their focus between different varieties and apply a different job to each work-in-progress arriving at their station. Variation in job requests increases the probability of error, which increases the amount of downtime, minor on-line rework, and major off-line repairs, ultimately reducing labor productivity. In addition, sharing multiple varieties in the same production process increases equipment and overhead costs. Workers need to be trained to produce multiple varieties or to operate variety-handling machinery and software. Maintenance and technical staff need to spend time with tooling and retooling. Managers need to make frequent decisions about line scheduling and adjustments. These extra costs offset economies of scale and limit the number of varieties that each plant can process.
Thus, with the presence of economies of scale, firms offering a large number of varieties will specialize production based on variety at the plant level: each customer order will be "split" for production by specialized plants. Each DC will then source products from multiple plants, "reconfigure" varieties into the requested assortments, and deliver them according to the original customer order, thereby maintaining the economies of scope in distribution. In the extreme case where the products manufactured in each plant do not overlap (achieving the highest economies of scale in production), each DC will source products from all plants, as shown in Figure 1b . Therefore, for firms with great product variety, maximizing economies of scale in production and economies of scope in distribution creates a "complex system" of sourcing relationships among the plants and DCs.
More generally, a complex system is a system with a large number of interdependent relationships. For example, a firm can be viewed as a complex system of value-chain tasks interrelated through physical input-output feedback loops designed to transfer and transform information and materials (Baldwin, 2008) . Most prior studies represent a complex system using a matrix or a network, with the total number of non-empty cells in the matrix or the total number of linkages in the network denoting the prevalence of interdependencies and, therefore, complexity (Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Kauffman, 1993; Levinthal, 1997) .
In our context of the sourcing and shipment network, each DC's performance (e.g., stockouts) depends on the sourcing plants' timely production and shipments to the DCs, and each plant's performance (e.g., production costs) depends on the DCs' accurate demand forecasts and timely communication of any demand shocks or product defects. The sourcing and shipment network can therefore be a complex system. The complexity of such a system can be measured using the number of linkages, or the number of sourcing and shipment relationships, in the system. We therefore propose the following hypothesis:
In the presence of economies of scale in production, product variety increases sourcing complexity.
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Sourcing complexity and coordination burden
In general, complexity can create a coordination burden in many ways. Because of complex interdependencies, organization units must engage in ongoing communication in order to understand the factors affecting one another's decisions and to track the decisions that are actually made, (e.g., decisions about planned production, shipments, and inventory holding), particularly when multiple equilibria exist. Organization units must also process more information about the interactions between decisions. This increased workload of communication and information processing will in turn create more opportunities for decision errors (Levinthal, 1997) .
In developing our theory for the particular context of a sourcing network, we assume that every sourcing relationship creates a coordination burden. This is consistent with prior studies on inter-unit shipments. For example, Miller and Vollmann (1985) specified four types of costly "transactions" that are required for inter-unit shipments. Logistical transactions relate to the order, execution, and confirmation of shipments. Balancing transactions pertain to the scheduling of materials, labor, capacity, and production according to demand and customer orders. Quality transactions occur when units communicate to appraise specifications. Change transactions accommodate changes in engineering designs, schedules, specifications, and shipments. Managing these inter-unit transactions costs the units time and effort and contributes to their coordination burden.
While some elements of these inter-unit transactions can be centralized, each pair of sourcing relationships has its own contingencies that need to be coordinated. For example, in our empirical context, even though the centralized business units schedule a quarterly production plan for each plant and a sourcing matrix among plants and DCs for each SKU, plants and DCs have to coordinate among themselves to manage any real-time deviation from these quarterly plans. Therefore we assume that the coordination burden of a given unit is proportional to the number of shipment relationships it manages, and the coordination burden of the entire sourcing network is proportional to the total number of shipment relationships in, or the complexity of, the sourcing network. As an illustration, the network in Figure 1b is "more complex" than that in Figure 1a , each node (both plants and DCs) in Figure 1b has a higher coordination burden than each node in Figure 1a , and the network in Figure 1b has a higher aggregate coordination burden (with 25 sourcing relationships) than the network in Figure 1a (with five sourcing relationships).
The increased coordination burden in a complex (as opposed to a simple) network implies increased workload related to communicating and processing/appraising interdependencies, which creates more opportunities for decision error. Failure to communicate and appraise interactions, or to correct decision errors, will cause delays and a poor synchronization of tasks. These coordination failures in turn may increase the probability of a mismatch of supply and demand: a stockout. We therefore predict the following:
Hypothesis 2 (H2): Sourcing complexity increases the probability of coordination failures and thus worsens coordination performance.
Hierarchical structure and bottlenecks of coordination
A potential organizational response to complexity is to adopt a hierarchical structure with intermediate coordinating units to manage interdependencies among organization units (Zhou, 2013) . A hierarchical sourcing structure is one in which a few hubs receive consolidated shipments from plants, and then forward them along to non-hub DCs. This hierarchical structure reduces the number of sourcing relationships and, thus the total coordination burden (according to H2). In an extreme case, a single centralized sourcing hub reduces the number of sourcing relationships to the number of plants plus the number of DCs. For example, a centralized sourcing structure would reduce the number of sourcing relationships from 25 in Figure 1b to 10 in Figure 2a .
However, even though a hierarchical structure reduces the overall complexity of the sourcing network, it places extra coordination burden on the hubs. As a central hub (Figure 2a) , DC 3 now needs to coordinate five incoming shipment relationships with five plants and four outgoing shipment relationships with four other DCs, which is substantially more than the five incoming shipment relationships it needs to coordinate under a totally decentralized structure (Figure 1b) . Therefore, as a locus of interdependent relationships between plants and DCs, a hub may experience worsened 
Hypothesis 3 (H3):
Controlling for sourcing complexity, DCs experience worse coordination performance when they also serve as sourcing hubs.
As a locus of interdependent relationships between plants and DCs, a hub can also become a bottleneck of coordination for its downstream DCs. In a complex system, a bottleneck can be conceptualized as a component that obstructs a flow, thereby limiting the overall performance of a system (Baldwin, 2014) . We argue that coordination bottlenecks arise at loci of coordination due to, on the one hand, a congestion of extensive interdependencies and, on the other hand, limits in the coordination capacity of each organizational unit. This is like a route network in the airline industry. A point-to-point system ensures maximum flexibility and timely travel between any pair of airports when the entire route network is relatively simple. As the number of routes increases and the route network gets more complex, a hub-and-spoke system reduces the total number of routes, easing coordination for the entire network and reducing average delay. At the same time, compared to direct flights, flights that pass through hubs are more likely to experience delays due to congestions at the hubs. Figure 2b gives a schematic example. When part of the shipments from plants 2, 3, 4, and 5 are sent to a hub (DC3) instead of to individual DCs (e.g., DC3, DC4, DC5), the total number of relationships in the network reduces from 25 (Figure 1b) to 17. This reduction in complexity will improve average coordination, in keeping with Hypothesis 2. For example, plant 2 now only needs to coordinate with two DCs (DC1 and DC3)-instead of with the five DCs shown in Figure 1b -which will ease coordination for all DCs that require products made by plant 2. At the same time, even though DC1 and DC2 each maintain five sourcing relationships, DC1 coordinates directly with the plants for its own needs, whereas DC2 coordinates directly with four plants (plants 1, 3, 4, 5) and indirectly with plant 2 through a hub (DC3). Potential congestions at the hub will worsen coordination performance for DC2 but not for DC1, which does not source through any hub. In general, as a locus of coordination (e.g., a hub) approaches its coordination capacity, it becomes a bottleneck, and its subordinate units will experience a deterioration in performance. We therefore propose the following:
Hypothesis 4 (H4): Controlling for sourcing complexity, DCs experience worse coordination performance when they source through a hub.
THE SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY AND THE BOTTLING COMPANY
The soft-drink industry provides an excellent context for our study. First, competition in the industry is mainly focused on product variety and the quality of direct-store-delivery service (e.g., stockouts), the two key concepts of our theoretical analyses. Rapid development of new product variety is a dominant strategy in the industry. In addition to cola products, the CMs produce sparkling drinks, bottled and vitamin waters, sports drinks, fruit juices, teas, coffees, and many more. A low stockout rate is an important performance measure in the industry. It not only improves customer satisfaction but also reduces the chance that customers switch to rival products due to the lack of choice at the time of purchase. Secondly, the variety of soft drink products can be evaluated along relatively few dimensions, such as brand, content, flavor, and packaging (material and size), but with numerous options along each dimension, allowing for large but comparable variations across DCs and SKUs. Finally, the bottling process is capital-intensive and relies on high-speed production lines that are "interchangeable only for products of similar type and packages of similar size" (Yoffie and Kim, 2011: 2). In contrast, the distribution process is largely influenced by drop size. As a result, bottlers always try to consolidate variety assortment along the same route and to the same customer, making coordination between production and distribution more salient.
Our data come from one of the largest bottlers. The Company owns about 50 bottling plants and 264 DCs in the United States. Our data cover its U.S. operations. Like most of its peers, the Company employs a make-to-stock (as opposed to make-to-order) inventory system. Products are produced and stocked at a stable pace according to a forecast of future demand, i.e., before retailers place actual orders. Orders arrive in various forms (from customers and sales representatives) and are entered into a centralized electronic ordering system. The majority of these orders are replenished on a weekly or biweekly basis. Customers and sales representatives order based on the Company's product lists, national advertisement, and promotion deals, without knowledge of the actual inventory level at the DCs. Stockouts occur when a DC cannot deliver an entire order for an SKU to a given retail outlet. Unfilled demand is not backordered. New orders for the next period are placed based on the retail store's current inventory levels.
Regional business units design a quarterly production plan for each plant, as well as a sourcing matrix among plants and DCs for each SKU based on the specialization, capacity, production costs, and location of each plant. Plants and DCs mostly coordinate among themselves to manage any deviation from these quarterly plans. The Company tries to retain four weeks of forecasted demand in inventory at the beginning of every four-week period, though actual inventory levels can vary due to demand/production variations and capacity constraints. Each plant produces a certain array of varieties. Most plants ship to more than one DC, and most DCs get shipments from more than one plant. Plants do not see order information.
EMPIRICAL DESIGN
In order to test our hypotheses, we need operations data across different units (plants, as well as hub and non-hub DCs), including data about the sourcing relationships among these units, and data about the coordination performance of each product variety at each DC. With this data, we first test H1 at the DC level. We construct a sourcing network among the units and estimate the complexity of that network as a function of product variety. Given that the number of the units in the network is constant over the sample period, the total number of inter-unit sourcing relationships in the sourcing network is perfectly correlated with the number of sourcing relationships for each DC in the network. We therefore estimate the number of sourcing relationships for each DC as a function of the number of product varieties that the DC carried in each period. Next we evaluate H2-H4 by estimating a key measure of coordination performance (e.g., stockouts) at the DC-product variety level.
Sample and variables
We obtained operations data for all 264 DCs from the third month of 2010 to the second month of 2011. Together the DCs delivered about 1,400 SKUs of products owned by the CM parent. An SKU is defined as a unique combination of brand, content, flavor, weight, container material-size, and package material-size. Our data are weekly except for inventory level, which is available for each four-week period. Because of the frequency of the inventory data, and in order to save computation time, we aggregated the data to the period level. Our final sample contained about one million DC-SKU-period observations. Product Variety it is measured using two sets of variables, one based on the number of brands carried by the DC and the other based on the number of SKUs. In order to avoid collinearity between number of brands and number of SKUs, we orthogonalized the SKU measure.
Sourcing Complexity it , our main variable, is the number of units from which DC i received shipments for all SKUs in period t.
Stockout sit , our coordination performance measure, is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if SKU s experienced at least one stockout at DC i in period t, and is 0 otherwise. We measured stockouts using a dummy rather than a continuous variable because the distribution of stockout quantity is highly skewed. The average rate of a stockout is 27 percent (Table 1) , which means that in 73 percent of cases stockout quantity was zero. We ran a robustness check using the continuous measure; results were similar.
Being A Hub sit is a dummy variable that captures if DC i shipped SKU s to at least two other DC during period t. Based on the sourcing network we constructed for each SKU in each period, we identified all the hubs for each SKU.
Sourcing Through Hub sit is a dummy variable that captures if DC i received SKU s through a hub.
We included several control variables, all at the DC-SKU-period level, for factors that would affect stockouts based on standard textbooks in operations management (e.g., Anupindi et al., 2011; Cachon and Terwiesch, 2012) . The Company standardizes the quantity of sales, inventory, and shipments of all products into cases. For example, 24 12-ounce cans are counted as one case. Sales sit is the quantity of sales in cases, log transformed. Sales Volatility sit is the standard deviation of weekly sales quantity within a period. Conditioned on the inventory level, the more volatile sales are, the higher the chance of stockouts. Beginning Inventory sit is the quantity of inventory in cases, log transformed, at the beginning of each period. The higher the inventory level is, the lower the chance of stockouts. Demand Forecast sit is the ratio between forecasted and actual sales. The higher the demand forecast is, the lower the likelihood of stockouts. Shipment Quantity sit-1 is the shipment quantity in standard cases DC i receives during previous period, log transformed. Average SKU Stockout st is the average stockout rate for the focal SKU across all DCs during the current period; it is included to account for unobserved SKU-specific factors that might influence stockouts 1 . Table 1 provides descriptive statistics at the DC-SKU-period level. The table shows that the average stockout rate was 27 percent; supplementary statistics show that the average stockout rate was 25 percent for non-hub DCs and 46 percent for hub DCs. An average DC sold 31 brands and 569 product SKUs. An average DC received products from 4.3 other units 2 . In about 12 percent of the cases, the focal DC shipped the focal SKU to at least one other DC; supplementary statistics show that an average hub shipped to 24 other DCs. In 1 As a robustness check, we also included average stockout rate for the focal DC across all SKUs during the current period; results are similar. 2 Although unlikely, it is not impossible that in a given four-week period a DC did not source from any plant but sold from inventory. We found this happened in three percent of cases. We reran our analyses excluding these observations; our results remained the same. Table 2 presents the correlation matrix.
Empirical strategy
We first estimated sourcing complexity across all SKUs at the DC level based on the following specification: a hub (1,0) 0 where 
H3 predicts 3 > 0. We then limited our sample to the hub-DCs and investigated further their stockouts as a function of their outward linkages, etc. Table 3 estimates sourcing complexity at the DC level. We start with a cross-sectional model with only the control variables and season dummies. Column 1 suggests that DCs with a higher level of aggregate sales (from all SKUs) and DCs with a higher level of inventory were associated with more sourcing complexity. On the other hand, DCs with more volatile aggregate sales were associated with less sourcing complexity.
RESULTS
Product variety and sourcing complexity
Column 2 introduces product variety, measured using number of brands and SKU, respectively. Consistent with H1, DCs that carried more varieties sourced from a larger number of units. Column 3 decomposes the time-varying brand and SKU counts into two components:
, where the first cross-sectional component represents the average number of brands or SKUs carried by DC i over the sample period, and the second intertemporal component represents the number of brands or SKUs above or below the average carried by DC i in period t. Results in Column 3 shows that a DC carrying one more brand of product than another DC would source from 0.213 more units (p-value < 0.01) on average. The average number of brands a DC carried in our sample was 31, suggesting that an average DC sourced from more than six other units, a little higher than the summary statistics in Table 1 . In addition, controlling for the number of brands, DCs carrying a larger number of SKUs on average also sourced from more other units. Furthermore, the coefficients to the intertemporal variables suggest that DCs systematically increased/decreased sourcing 1580 Y. M. Zhou and X. Wan relationships when product variety increased or decreased. Column 4 adds regional dummies to control for unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity across the five regions. Results are similar to that in Column 3, suggesting a low level of regional heterogeneity. Finally, to account for time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity across DCs that could contribute to variations in sourcing complexity, we added DC fixed effects in Column 5. As expected, the coefficients to product-variety variables are economically less significant with DC fixed effects, but they are still statistically significant, suggesting a robust correlation between product variety and sourcing complexity. H1 is supported. Table 4 estimates stockouts at the DC-SKU level for non-hub DCs; p-values for all point estimates were less than 0.01 unless otherwise noted. Column 1 contains only product variety, control variables, and season dummies, which are included in all models. Coefficients to the control variables are pretty stable across different models. As expected, an SKU was more likely to experience a stockout if it was sold by a DC that carried a greater variety of products, in larger quantities, and with greater volatility. On the other hand, the likelihood of stockouts was lower when a DC held more inventories, forecasted more sales relative to actual sales, and received more quantity from other units during the last period, for the SKU.
Sourcing complexity and coordination
Column 2 adds sourcing complexity, or the number of units from which the DC received shipments for all SKUs, as an independent variable. The coefficients show that sourcing complexity is positively associated with product variety.
Column 3 decomposes the time-varying variable of sourcing complexity into two components: ) , where the first cross-sectional component represents the average number of units that DC i sourced from over the sample period, most likely based on quarterly sourcing plans made by the regional business units; the second intertemporal component represents the number of units DC i sourced from in period t, representing variation in the current period. The coefficients show that sourcing complexity had a significantly positive impact on stockouts. A marginal effect calculation shows that SKUs carried by a DC that on average sourced from one unit more than another DC during the sample period (while keeping all variables at their mean values) would experience an increase in stockout rate by more than one percentage point compared to SKUs carried by the other DC (the average stockout rate was 27% for each period according to Table 1 ). In addition, during a period when a DC sourced from one more unit compared to the average number of units it sourced from, the SKUs it carried would experience an increase in stockout rate by another percentage point. After controlling for sourcing complexity, the impact of product variety on stockouts became less significant both economically and statistically. H2 is supported.
A potential issue of endogeneity is selection. That is, SKUs that were more likely to experience stockouts happened to be carried by DCs that had greater sourcing complexity. To account for unobserved SKU-specific factors that might influence stockouts, we have added in all models the average 1582 Y. M. Zhou and X. Wan stockout rate for the focal SKU across all DCs during the current period. Coefficients with and without the average stockout rate for the focal SKU are similar, suggesting that SKU-specific heterogeneity does not drive the results. Column 4 adds region fixed effects to account for unobserved heterogeneity across regions that might influence stockouts. Results are similar to Column 3, suggesting that the effect was not driven by regional effects. Finally, Column 5 adds DC-SKU pair fixed effects to remove all the time-invariant differences across DC-SKU pairs. As expected, the coefficients are less significant but continue to support H2.
Mechanisms
As a supplementary analysis to test the mechanisms, we estimated the number of truck loads each DC received every period, the period-average of weekly shipments as percentages of weekly forecasted sales, and the volatility in such percentages, respectively. We found that DCs exposed to greater sourcing complexity received their shipments for each SKU (1) in a larger number of separate truck loads (p-value = 0.055); (2) with a statistically insignificant increase in aggregate shipment quantity relative to forecasted sales (p-value = 0.103), and (3) with a greater volatility from week to week (p-value = 0.055). These results are not presented here due to space limits; they imply that sourcing complexity is associated with more-frequent deliveries, with smaller quantities per load and more volatile quantity, which cost more time and effort to coordinate and can lead to increased stockouts.
Hubs and coordination bottlenecks
We investigate in Table 5 if hubs indeed experienced an extra coordination burden. We first compared the performance of hub vs. non-hub DCs. A marginal calculation based on the coefficients in Column 1 shows that, controlling for (inward) sourcing complexity, SKUs carried by hub DCs experienced a six-percentage-point higher stockout rate than SKUs carried by non-hub DCs (p-value < 0.001); in addition, SKUs carried by a hub DC that supplied to one more unit (which would increase hub's outward linkage by one) than another hub DC experienced a 0.2 percentage-point higher stockout rate than SKUs carried by the other DC (p-value < 0.001). H3 is supported 3 .
We then explored one mechanism that augmented the coordination burden at hubs: demand shocks at downstream DCs. We focused on the subsample of hub-DCs; that is, DCs that forwarded shipments to other DCs during the sample period. We measured downstream demand shocks using forecast bias and weather shocks, respectively, at the downstream DCs. For the regression in Column 2 we defined a hub as experiencing a positive (negative) downstream demand shock if any of its downstream DCs experienced sales that were more than 20 percent above (below) forecasted sales. Coefficients in Column 2 suggest that both a positive and a negative demand shock at a downstream DC were associated with an increased stockout rate at the upstream hub (p-value = 0.093 and p-value = 0.005, respectively), reflecting the additional coordination burden the hub undertook to manage the downstream demand shocks. The effect would be partially offset if some downstream DCs had a positive and some downstream DCs had a negative demand shock (p-value = 0.026).
Column 3 uses an alternative measure of demand shocks based on weather conditions at the downstream DCs. We collected daily weather data for years 2005-2011 from the National Centers for Environmental Information and recorded the median temperature for each four-week period in each DC's state. We then defined a hub as experiencing a positive (negative) downstream demand shock if any of its downstream DCs had a median temperature for the current period that was more than five percent above (below) the median temperature at the downstream DC's location during the same four-week period over the past five years. Coefficients in Column 3 suggest that positive or negative weather shocks alone at individual downstream DCs in this case did not have a significant impact on the stockout rate at the upstream hub, but if some downstream DCs experienced a positive shock and some experienced a negative shock, then Table 4. the upstream DC would experience an increased stockout rate (p-values = 0.020).
In sum, the results in Table 5 suggest that reduced coordination performance at a hub was partly due to demand shocks at its downstream DCs. These downstream shocks reverberated upstream and caused stockouts at the upstream hubs. This is consistent with a "bullwhip" effect in which inventory volatility increasingly swings in response to shifts in downstream demand as one moves further up the supply chain, due to information friction between the neighboring stages (Forrester, 1961) . The negative coefficient to the interaction term between the positive and negative downstream demand shocks in Column 2 supports the notion that stockouts at a hub could be lower as centralization allows pooling of imperfectly correlated downstream demand shocks. However, the economic magnitude of this coefficient relative to the coefficients of separate demand shocks suggests that the pooling effect was not sufficient to offset the impact of a vertical coordination burden (bullwhip effect). The positive coefficient to the interaction term in Column 3 suggests that the pooling effect, if any, was not sufficient enough to offset the impact of a horizontal coordination burden at the hubs.
Performance consequence of sourcing through hubs
Having established that hubs were exposed to a greater coordination burden than non-hubs, we now turn to the performance consequence for non-hub DCs when they sourced through a hub, the focus of H4. Our findings are presented in Table 6 . A marginal-effect calculation based on Column 1 shows that non-hub DCs sourcing through a hub had a stockout rate four percent higher than non-hub DCs that did not source through a hub (p-value < 0.001). Column 2 adds DC-SKU pair fixed effects; results are similar. H4 is supported.
Reverse causality
We have addressed various issues of endogeneity, such as selection and unobserved heterogeneity by using regional and season fixed effects, average stockout rate per SKU in each period, as well as DC-SKU fixed effects. However, the endogeneity issue of reverse causality remains: DCs expecting more stockouts sourced from more units and/or from hubs rather than the other way around. While the possibility of reverse causality cannot be fully Table 4. ruled out in our context, we adopted a few methods to alleviate the concern. To mitigate reverse causality between sourcing complexity and stockouts, we measured sourcing complexity using the number of units from which the DC sourced all SKUs, not just the focal SKU. Furthermore, in Column 3 of Table 6 we separate sourcing complexity into sourcing complexity for the focal SKU and sourcing complexity for other SKUs-the number of units from which the focal DC sourced all other SKUs, excluding units from which the DC also sourced the focal SKU. The coefficients in Column 3 suggest that both types of sourcing complexity had a significant and positive impact on stockouts (p-value < 0.001). These findings not only support H2 but also suggest a "spillover" effect of sourcing complexity: When a DC experienced sourcing complexity for a particular SKU, other SKUs carried by the DC (sourced from different units) also experienced a higher stockout rate. We also ran similar regressions with lagged value of these measures; results were similar.
Similarly, to mitigate reverse causality between sourcing through hubs and stockouts, we measured the variable Sourcing Through Hub based on whether the focal DC sourced through a hub for any SKUs that it carried, not just the focal SKU. Nevertheless, a DC expecting more stockouts for an SKU would be more likely to source the SKU through a hub because the hub could reallocate quantity across DCs to avoid stockouts. To address this possibility, in Column 3 of Table 6 we separate sourcing through hubs into sourcing through hubs for the focal SKU and sourcing through hubs for any non-focal SKUs. The variable Sourcing Through Hub for any non-focal SKUs only turned to 1 when DC received non-focal SKUs through a hub; in this case, there would be no potential for quantity reallocation from other DCs for the focal SKU. The results in Column 3 suggest that both sourcing through a hub for the focal SKU and sourcing through a hub for a non-focal SKU had a significant and positive impact on the focal SKU's stockout rate (p-value < 0.001). This not only supports H3 but also suggests a "spillover" effect of sourcing through hubs: When a DC sourced a particular SKU from a hub, other SKUs carried by the DC (and not sourced through any hub) could experience an increased stockout rate.
In sum, results in Tables 3-6 suggest that (1) greater product variety was associated with greater sourcing complexity; (2) sourcing complexity reduced coordination performance (increased stockouts); (3) hubs experienced greater stockout rates, partly due to coordination with downstream DCs; and (4) sourcing through hubs increased downstream DCs' stockout rate. These findings support our hypotheses.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper examined the coordination burden for firms that pursue variety as their main product strategy. In particular, we focused on complexity in internal sourcing relationships as a mechanism that may give rise to additional coordination burden. Our results, based on DCs within a major soft drink bottling company, confirmed that an increase in variety was associated with an increase in sourcing complexity, and that an increase in sourcing complexity was associated with worsened coordination performance. In addition, an intermediary hub in the sourcing network may become a bottleneck and negatively impact the performance of the units it coordinates.
In conclusion, this paper highlighted the intricate and important trade-off between scale and scope economies within firms that pursue variety as their primary product strategy. It provided empirical evidence that complex interdependencies between adjacent stages of the value chain, and the coordination burden that follows such complexity, may place significant limits on the implementation of a variety proliferation strategy and the corresponding organizational design.
